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1

Glossary
Term

Explanation

Course

The topmost cognitive container of an INTUITEL enhanced system, equivalent to the
Knowledge Domain (KD).

INTUITEL-MUST

A feature type for INTUITEL components. Components carrying this feature type must be
present to allow INTUITEL functionality and cannot be mimicked or emulated by other
means.

INTUITELSHOULD

A feature type for INTUITEL components. Components carrying this feature type are needed
for INTUITEL functionality, but may be mimicked or emulated by other INTUITEL
components. Example: The USE interface is needed for INTUITEL functionality, but it may be
impossible for technical reasons of a particular LMS to provide this. In this particular case,
one may emulate the USE interface by asking questions via the TUG interface.

Knowledge
Domain (KD)

The topmost cognitive container of an INTUITEL enhanced system, equivalent to a course.
The KD element encapsulates a set of Concept Containers to create an outline for a domain
of knowledge. Such CCs are e.g. thematically related collections of pages (learning modules),
tests, surveys, files, media objects.

Learner

A learning person using the INTUITEL enhanced LMS.

LMS

Learning Management System

LPM

Learner Progress Model

LORE

Learning Object Recommender, an interface provided by the LMS

Profile of a LMS

A set of attribute-value pairs describing the capabilities of the LMS.

REST

Representational State Transfer

SCORM

Sharable Content Object Reference Model, a format combining metadata and learning
content.

SLOM

Semantic Learning Object Model, a format combining metadata and learning content for the
INTUITEL system. Note, that SCORM allows for extensive metadata content – it is therefore
possible to store even the extended information needed for INTUITEL in SCORM courses –
where is then ignored by the LMS.

TUG

Tutorial Guidance, an interface provided by the LMS

USE

User Score Extraction, an interface provided by the LMS

UUID

Universal Unique Identifier, a 16 octet (128 bit) data value uniquely identifying system
messages. Specified according to the Open Group UUID standard, therefore also containing
3
a time stamp . Example: 12345678-1234-abcd-ef12-123456789012

3

See http://pubs.opengroup.org/onlinepubs/9629399/apdxa.htm on how the timestamp is contained in this UUID
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2

Introductory Remarks

2.1

Principal Guideline

Principal guidelines for USE/TUG/LORE:
1) It will be assumed, that the learner uses the INTUITEL enhanced LMS via a browser based
interface. If this is not the case, like e.g. in special apps for mobile learning scenarios or
innovative interfaces, the particular LMS is expected to hide the differences in communication
between learner and LMS, and to provide information about the capabilities of the learner's
device to INTUITEL (see section 7.2).
2) No active signalling from the LMS to the INTUITEL system is required.
3) Code modifications to existing LMS code have to be kept at a minimum in order to provide easy
adaptability of other LMS.
4) No third party software must be introduced into existing LMS code.

2.2

Minimum Requirement

The TUG interface carries out a dialog between the learner and the INTUITEL system. A TUG interface
must be present in any INTUITEL enhanced system (feature type INTUITEL-MUST).
The LORE interface makes a recommendation by the INTUITEL system known to the learner. It is, in
its simplest implementation, a special case of the TUG interface and therefore present in any
INTUITEL enhanced system (feature type INTUITEL-MUST). However, since more complicated ways
exist to present the recommendation, it is treated separately (feature type INTUITEL-SHOULD).
The USE interface extracts data about the learner and his environment from the LMS. Therefore, it
should be present in INTUITEL enhanced systems (feature type INTUITEL-SHOULD). It is, with limited
functionality, also provided by the TUG interface, which therefore may serve as an emulation of USE.

2.3

Repository

While the development of the Learner Progress Model (LPM) and the Semantic Learning Object
Model (SLOM) is focus of other INTUITEL work packages, it is nevertheless necessary for the
development of the Data Model to consider the question of where the semantic data will reside.
-

We assume that the storage mechanism of the LMS is not modified by INTUITEL. Consequently,
the LMS contains the learning content in the form of courses or Knowledge Domains (KD).

-

We assume, that the INTUITEL system contains a separate storage mechanism, where

-

o

Metadata on courses and other LOs is kept

o

Learner data as obtained from the LMS is kept

We assume, that this INTUITEL metadata on courses and other LOs is stored in the INTUITEL
system in parallel to the LO storage in the LMS itself. This may imply that the composite SLOM

© INTUITEL Consortium
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format must be taken apart into metadata which goes into LPM and “pure” LO data which goes
into the LMS.
-

A second possibility to be considered is the creation of a course using the internal editor of the
LMS. While we may assume that this internal format of the particular LMS type may be exported,
it cannot be guaranteed that this course material can be imported by a different type of LMS. The
metadata must then be generated outside the LMS by invoking the INTUITEL Editor.

-

The connection between the INTUITEL metadata (in the repository) and the LO data (in the LMS)
consists of a mapping. In this mapping, each LO is linked to a Concept Container of the Cognitive
Model via its LMS-specific ID, “transforming” it to an INTUITEL Knowledge Object. This LO
identifier (loId) is provided by the LMS. It may vary dramatically across different LMS instances,
or – due to rearrangement of the LMS internal storage – over time within a single LMS instance.

2.4

Authentication

INTUITEL requests to a LMS must be authenticated because they are accessing personal data in the
LMS.

2.4.1

System authentication

For the purpose of the INTUITEL project, it is assumed that the LMS server and the INTUITEL
components are connected via a secure communication channel. Which technologies are available to
connect a LMS to an INTUITEL system network and how this can be implemented in individual usage
scenarios is not task of this document. However, chapter 3 gives a short overview on this aspect.
For the Data Model specification, it shall be noted that the data exchange will be carried out in a
secure and efficient way. The payload transmitted between INTUITEL and the LMS, which is specified
in this document, is for all scenarios identical, independent of the selected transmission technology.

2.4.2

Personal authentication

The metadata resources stored it the INTUITEL system may be modified by pedagogical personnel,
and such case will require user authentication. Hereby we mean an authentication on the basis of the
LMS user ID and password. The INTUITEL system will not store passwords and is unaware of the
correspondence between the uId and a certain person, which is only present in the LMS.
The authentication mechanisms provided by the various LMS are vastly different and may also be
affected by organizational policy. Also, the allocation of permissions to individual users is vastly
different among different LMSs.
INTUITEL will therefore rely entirely on the LMS for authentication of individual users and permission
control and may ask the LMS to authenticate a certain user by his or her user ID and password. These
credentials will be requested via an own login window in the INTUITEL Merger and Editor. The
authentication request will then either be refused or accepted by the LMS, while also providing a list
of Learning Objects that may be edited by that particular user. (See section 4.5)

© INTUITEL Consortium
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3

Communication layer

The communication between the LMS and INTUITEL is based on the exchange of messages in XML
format. To this end, each of the communicating software programs is bundled with an easily
exchangeable component, henceforth called a library.
Two scenarios are defined for this communication:


A basic scenario, where direct communication between the LMS and INTUITEL is
implemented as a RESTful web service on both sides. This scenario is estimated to be
sufficient for small-scale prototypical implementations. No cloud services will be used in this
case, none of the transmitted data will leave the secure local environment and security
measures are not needed.



An advanced scenario, where indirect communication between the LMS and INTUITEL is
implemented by using a message passing middleware. The advanced scenario will have to be
used to provide large-scale scalability in INTUITEL, it may use cloud services as well as may
need security measures in data transmission.

The XML-fragments specified in this document are identical for each scenario.

3.1

Basic scenario

In the basic scenario, direct communication between the LMS and INTUITEL is implemented as a
RESTful web service4 on both sides. Communication is achieved by the sender when passing the
completed XML document to a specialized library (e.g. as a „stream“) and this library will enclose it in
an HTTP request sent to a web service in the secure environment. This is then answered by and HTTP
response delivered back to the sender. REST (Representational State Transfer) is a series of design
guidelines for web services, hence not a strict way to express communication paradigms.
The following table exhibits a list of (pseudo)URLs that will be used in this web service, the method of
transferring parameters as well as the HTTP response codes.
URL:

Access method, response codes:

<INTUITELEndPoint>/lmsprofile

GET, HTTP response code 200 (meaning “OK”)

<INTUITELEndPoint>/learners

GET, HTTP response code 200 (meaning “OK”)

<INTUITELEndPoint>/mapping

GET, HTTP response code 200 (meaning “OK”)

<INTUITELEndPoint>/login

GET, HTTP response code 200 (meaning “OK”)

<INTUITELEndPoint>/TUG

POST, HTTP response code 200 (meaning “OK”) and
HTTP response code 207 (meaning “Multi-Status”)

4

See http://rest.elkstein.org/ for a concise description of this technology
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URL:

Access method, response codes:

<INTUITELEndPoint>/LORE

POST, HTTP response code 200 (meaning “OK”)

<INTUITELEndPoint>/USE/performance

GET, HTTP response code 200 (meaning “OK”)

<INTUITELEndPoint>/USE/environment

GET, HTTP response code 200 (meaning “OK”)

Table 1: INTUITEL URL and response codes in the basic scenario using RESTful web service.

3.2

Advanced Scenario

In the advanced scenario, indirect communication between the LMS and INTUITEL is implemented by
using a message passing middleware. Communication is achieved by the sender when passing the
completed XML document to a specialized library (e.g. as a „stream“) and this library will make use of
an established middleware to deliver the payload to the intended spot. The middleware in this case
allows using cloud computing services, distributed learning systems and generally provides a better
scalability.
Several technologies for the advanced scenario have been discussed. A probable solution is the usage
of the BOSH5 protocol (Bidirectional Streams over Synchronous HTTP), which is itself an
implementation of the XMPP6.
Further technical details of the software used in both scenarios will be published in deliverable D3.3
(due by September 2013).

5
6

cf.: http://xmpp.org/extensions/xep-0124.html
cf.: http://xmpp.org
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4

INTUITEL Service in General

The INTUITEL service will have a general part, which is described here. This general part of the
Service must be present in any INTUITEL conformant system (feature type INTUITEL-MUST).

4.1

Initialization

The INTUITEL system is configured to interact with a certain LMS. When it is started, it will ask the
LMS for its capabilities by a message which has the XML format:
<INTUITEL>
<LmsProfile mId="some uuid"/>
</INTUITEL>
Codelisting 1: Initialization request template

Parameters are:
-

A globally unique message ID (128 bit according to UUID standard), abbreviated as mId.

This message is passed to the LMS.
If the request has been authenticated in accordance to the ‘LPM communication standard’ (D3.3),
the LMS will respond with XML formatted data describing its capabilities and settings. The INTUITEL
consortium expects the participating LMS to be very different regarding this aspect. The response
contains the following data:
-

A globally unique message ID (128 bit according to UUID standard), abbreviated as mId. This is
the same message ID as in the request.

-

A list of attribute-value pairs. These fall into several groups according to Table 2.

It will be returned as XML document according to the following template:
<INTUITEL>
<LmsProfile mid="some uuid">
<Data name="some name" value="some value"/>
<!-- Repeated if necessary -->
</LmsProfile >
</INTUITEL>
Codelisting 2: Initialization response template

The possible data items for the response are described in the following table:
Data item name:

Data type:

Explanation:

Notes:

Environmental aspects:
lmsName

xs:string

Installation name of LMS instance, e.g.
“HS Karlsruhe”

© INTUITEL Consortium
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Data item name:
lNameFormality

Data type:
xs:integer

Explanation:
Formality level how the learner should
be addressed by TUG: 0 – neutral, 1 forename, 2 – surname, 3 - forename
and surname

Notes:
0: “Learner”
1: “Manuel”
2: “Mr. Barroso”
3: “Manuel Barroso”

Technical aspects:
lmsType

xs:string

Type of LMS instance. Values initially
are “clix”, “crayons”, “exact”, “ilias”,
“moodle”, “other”

To be extended

lmsId

xs:string

Unique ID that allows identifying this
particular LMS instance, like
geolocation of LMS or registration
number of LMS instance

May be left empty.

lmsMediaLevel

xs:string

Level of multimedia support as a
collation of characters.
v – video, a – audio

Final format should be
decided by June, 2013.

Capabilities:
loreLevel

xs:integer

Level of recommendation, with one of
the values: 0, 1
Level “0” means that LORE has to be
emulated via TUG.

useLevel

xs:integer

Level of user score extraction,
binary: 0, 1
A “0” denotes that USE has to be
emulated via TUG.

comStyle

xs:integer

Specifies the method used for learner
updates and how INTUITEL sends LORE
and TUG messages.

See section 6.3 for more
information.

0 – Pull, 1 – Push, 2 – Push with
learner polling
Table 2: Attribute value pairs for the initialization response

Example:
<INTUITEL>
<LmsProfile mId="12345678-1234-abcd-ef12-123456789012"/>
</INTUITEL>
Codelisting 3: Initialization request example

© INTUITEL Consortium
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Leading to the response:
<INTUITEL>
<LmsProfile mId="12345678-1234-abcd-ef12-123456789012" >
<Data name="lmsName" value="HS Karlsruhe"/>
<Data name="lmsType" value="ilias"/>
<Data name="loreLevel" value="1"/>
<Data name="useLevel" value="1"/>
</LmsProfile>
</INTUITEL>
Codelisting 4: Initialization response example

4.2

Learner update

After initialization, the INTUITEL system will react on learner navigation events. This means that
INTUITEL will create recommendations (LORE and TUG messages) for learners, when they open an
INTUITEL-enabled LO. To notify INTUITEL of such a LO transition, the LMS integrators can chose
between three different methods. This allows them to select the most suitable one in respect to the
technical possibilities and guidelines of their respective LMS.

4.2.1

Pull update

When using the pull method, the LMS sends a learner update message to INTUITEL and expects a
response directly containing all necessary data for the learner, meaning TUG and LORE data.
The objective of this scenario is to support LMSs that don’t permit the usage of technologies that
allow refreshing the LORE and TUG windows in the learners browser asynchronously (e.g. in a LMS
that prohibits the usage of JavaScript). The LMS can thus include all necessary data in just one
response to the learner.
The learner update message send by the LMS to INTUITEL contains XML-data in the following format:
<INTUITEL>
<Learner mId="some uuid" uId="some user ID" loId="some LO ID"
time="time of access as long"/>
</INTUITEL>
Codelisting 5: Pull template, LMS request

The Learner-element contains four attributes with the following meaning:
-

A globally unique message ID (128 bit according to UUID standard), abbreviated as mID.

-

The user ID which identifies the learner in the LMS, abbreviated as uId. This uId is provided by the
concrete LMS installation and may vary according to organizational policy.

-

The LMS specific Learning Object identifier, abbreviated as loId. This specifies the LO the learner
just opened as new LO to work on.

-

The point in time the learner accessed the LO in data type long, abbreviated as time.
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The response from INTUITEL uses the same mId as the message send from the LMS. The contained
LORE and TUG elements are compliant to their individual specifications in chapter 5 and 6. Since they
are directly assignable to the update message via their parent’s mId, the LORE and TUG elements
don’t include a rId-attribute (request ID), as in contrast to the push scenarios.
INTUITEL’s response to the LMS contains XML-data as described in the following template:
<INTUITEL>
<Learner mId="some uuid">
<Lore uId="some user ID" mId="some uuid"><!-- ... --></Lore>
<Tug uId="some user ID" mId="some uuid"><!-- ... --></Tug>
<!-- Repeated as necessary -->
</Learner>
</INTUITEL>
Codelisting 6: Pull template, INTUITEL response

Example:
<INTUITEL>
<Learner mId="12345678-1234-abcd-ef12-123456789012" uId="jmb0001"
loId="LO4711" time="1362575466"/>
</INTUITEL>
Codelisting 7: Pull example, LMS request

Leading to INTUITEL’s response:
<INTUITEL>
<Learner mId="12345678-1234-abcd-ef12-123456789012" uId="jmb0001">
<Lore uId="jmb0001" mId="12345678-1234-abcd-ef12-123456789013">
<!-- ... -->
</Lore>
<Tug uId="jmb0001" mId="12345678-1234-abcd-ef12-123456789014">
<!-- ... -->
</Tug>
<!-- LORE and TUG as specified in the respective sections -->
</Learner>
</INTUITEL>
Codelisting 8: Pull example, INTUITEL response

Please note that this approach has two drawbacks. Firstly, the LMS will have to wait until INTUITEL
has created a LORE and TUG message. Depending on the hardware setup and situation-dependent
load of the INTUITEL Back End, this will slow down the overall performance of the LMS to some
degree. Secondly, INTUITEL will not be able to send messages to learners while they are working on a
LO. All messages will only be delivered when notifying INTUITEL of a LO transition (i.e. sending a new
learner update).
For a preliminary sequence diagram illustrating a whole USE/TUG/LORE data exchange scenario using
this interaction style, please see Annex 8.1.
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4.2.2

Push update

In the push-scenario, the LMS sends a learner update message to INTUITEL when a learner opens a
new LO. As in the pull use case, the INTUITEL Back End reacts and creates a recommendation.
However, the LMS will not get a direct response to the learner update message. It is just a
notification for INTUITEL, triggering the reasoning process. The moment LORE or TUG data is
available for a learner, the INTUITEL system sends individual messages to the LMS, which can then be
forwarded to the learner.
This scenario is designed for LMSs that want to decouple the standard LO processing from INTUITEL.
By using this approach, the LORE and TUG data can be loaded asynchronously in the learner’s
browser (e.g. by using JavaScript and AJAX) after receiving them from the INTUITEL Back End. So, at
the point in time when the TUG and LORE data is presented to the learner, he or she already started
viewing the actual LO content.
The learner update message sent to INTUITEL contains XML-data in the format as specified in the
template in Codelisting 5 and as exemplified in Codelisting 7 (i.e. the message sent to INTUITEL is
identical to the one send in the pull scenario). INTUITEL’s indirect responses, meaning the messages
containing the respective TUG and LORE data, are conformant to the respective specification
following in chapter 5 and 6.
In order to afterwards assign the responses to the correct learner update message in the LMS, its
respective mId is implemented in the LORE and TUG responses as rId (request ID). This ensures that
each data item has a unique identifier and that the responses can be attributed to the messages
which triggered their creation.
For a preliminary sequence diagram illustrating a whole USE/TUG/LORE data exchange scenario using
this interaction style, please see Annex 8.2.

4.2.3

Push update with learner polling

This method is similar to the previously described push approach. The important difference is that
INTUITEL actively requests the learner update notifications via polling. Therefore, INTUITEL will ask
the LMS in specific time intervals if a new learner update is available. The polling interval is part of
the INTUITEL configuration and may be adapted within limits. If a LO transition is noticed in that
process, the INTUITEL system will carry out the same workflow as in the standard push scenario.
Because the LMS does not have to send the learner updates to INTUITEL, it can act as an only
receiving endpoint in the communication with INTUITEL. This allows LMSs that do not support active
signalling, to still be able to use the functionalities of INTUITEL.
However, this also includes that the learner update messages are adapted to fit to this use case. The
messages send to the LMS by INTUITEL contain XML-data with the following format:
<INTUITEL>
<Learners mId="some uuid"/>
</INTUITEL>
Codelisting 9: Learner polling request template
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The learners-element contains just one parameter:
-

A globally unique message ID (128 bit according to UUID standard), abbreviated as mId.

As response to this message, the LMS will add a list of XML-elements describing the currently active
learners. The mId of the learners-element is the same as in the request by INTUITEL.
For each learner logged into the LMS this list will contain:
-

A user ID which identifies the learner in the LMS, abbreviated as uId. This uId is provided by the
concrete LMS installation and may vary according to organizational policy.

-

A list which identifies the Learning Objects visited by this particular learner since the last poll.
Each entry will also contain the LMS specific Learning Object id (loId) and the point in time (time)
the learner accessed the LO as long.

The data will be returned as XML document according to the following template:
<INTUITEL>
<Learners mId="some uuid">
<Learner uId="some user ID">
<VisitedLo loId="some LO ID" time="time of access as long"/>
<!-- Repeated if necessary -->
</Learner>
<!-- Repeated if necessary -->
</Learners>
</INTUITEL>
Codelisting 10: Learner polling response template

Example:
<INTUITEL>
<Learners mId="12345678-1234-abcd-ef12-123456789012"/>
</INTUITEL>
Codelisting 11: Learner polling request example

Leading to the response:
<INTUITEL>
<Learners mId="12345678-1234-abcd-ef12-123456789012">
<Learner uId="jmb0001">
<VisitedLo loId="LO4711" time="1362575466"/>
</Learner>
<Learner uId="mean0001">
<VisitedLo loId="LO4711" time="1362575466"/>
<VisitedLo loId="LO4712" time="1362575466"/>
</Learner>
</Learners>
</INTUITEL>
Codelisting 12: Learner polling response example
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As in the previously described push scenario, TUG and LORE messages contain the mId of this learner
update as their rId. This allows the LMS to link the respective recommendation data to the learner
update message, initially triggering the respective reasoning process.
For a preliminary sequence diagram illustrating a whole USE/TUG/LORE data exchange scenario using
this interaction style, please see Annex 8.3.

4.3

Session Concept

While the session concept is not strictly part of the Data Model, we consider it useful to have it
within the same document. The INTUITEL Back End maintains a list of learners that are currently
accessing INTUITEL-enabled courses. For the purpose of INTUITEL, this will be called the session list.
-

-

In the process of updating the currently active learners (i.e. using one of the learner update
mechanisms as described in section 4.2), the INTUITEL system checks if a reported learner ID is
not yet part of the session list and visits an INTUITEL-enabled course. In this case, the learner will
be entered into the session list and a learning session gets initiated.
o

A personal login into the INTUITEL system is not required; learner authentication is
handled by the LMS.

o

At session start, an INTUITEL learner receives a welcome message, also announcing
tutorial guidance, via the TUG interface. Note: This welcome information might also
request the learner to input his or her current learning attitude.

o

Furthermore, via the USE interface, the environmental data of this learner is requested.
The LPM receives this and reacts accordingly.

The point in time when INTUITEL closes a learning session is dependent on the selected learner
update mechanism:

4.4

o

If ‘pull’ or ‘push’ has been chosen, the session ends when the LMS sends a learner
update message to INTUITEL with an empty loId.

o

If ‘push with learner polling’ has been chosen, the session ends when a learner with an
open session is no longer part of the active learner list in the polling response.

LO mapping and inventory

The LMS provides a method to associate its internal content with the external INTUITEL metadata
stored in the SLOM metadata repository. To this end, the INTUITEL system or the INTUITEL Editor will
address the LMS by a message which has the XML format:
<INTUITEL>
<LoMapping mId="some uuid">
<Data name="some name" value="some value"/>
<!-- Repeated if necessary -->
</LoMapping>
<!-- Repeated if necessary -->
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</INTUITEL>
Codelisting 13: LO mapping request template

Parameters are:
-

A globally unique message ID (128 bit according to UUID standard), abbreviated as mId.

-

(Optionally: ) A collection of search strings in the form of attribute-value pairs (conformant to
Table 3) which will be used to narrow down the search results. Examples:
o

A course title, which will imply a search on course level

o

The unique and LMS-specific Learning Object ID

o

Some specific meta information associated with the LO (e.g. an attribute value)

The search is carried out by the LMS as follows:
-

If neither Learning Object ID nor a list of search criteria (attribute-value pairs) is specified, the
LMS will return a list of all LOs suitable for INTUITEL editing.

-

If a Learning Object ID is specified, the other search criteria are ignored since the loId is assumed
to specify the LO unambiguously.

-

If no Learning Object ID is specified but one or more search criteria, it is understood that the
fulfilment criteria for the search are logically AND-connected.

For the special case that a complete course mapping shall be returned in one response, the request
will carry two data entries. Firstly, the exact LO ID (loId) specifying the course to be mapped.
Secondly, a data item with name “getFullCourse” and value “true”.
If the request has been authenticated (i.e. comes from an allowed IP-address), the LMS will respond
with an XML formatted list of the course content. The list in itself carries a single parameter:
-

A globally unique message ID (128 bit according to UUID standard), abbreviated as mId. This is
the same message ID as in the request.

For each LO, the following data will be returned:
-

The title or name (loName) and Learning Object ID (loId) of the particular object(s) found in the
LMS and matching the search criteria

-

The position of the LO in the internal course structure
o

[Hierarchical structure] The LO’s parent LO by specifying hasParent (if the LO is not on
top level).

o

[Hierarchical structure] The LO’s child LO by specifying hasChild (if the LO is not on
bottom level). This is statement is optional.

o

[Sequential structure] The previous LO in the given sequence by specifying
hasPrecedingSib (if the LO is not first in the LO sequence).
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o
-

[Sequential structure] The next LO in the given sequence by specifying hasFollowingSib
(if the LO is not last in the LO sequence). This statement is optional.

Further metadata obtainable from the LMS on this LO, as specified in Table 3.

Date item name:

Data type:

Explanation:

Notes:

Mandatory for response:
loName

xs:string

Learning Object title or name (e.g.
“Math I – Introduction”)

loId

xs:string

Learning Object identifier as provided
by the LMS

hasParent
(if hierchical)

xs:string

Learning Object identifier of parent LO
as provided by the LMS

hasPrecedingSib
(if sequential)

xs:string

Learning Object identifier of preceding
sibling LO as provided by the LMS
Optional for response:

hasChild
(if hierarchical)

xs:string

Learning Object identifier of child LO
as provided by the LMS

hasFollowingSib
(if sequential)

xs:string

Learning Object identifier of the
following sibling LO as provided by the
LMS

lang

xs:string

ISO 639-1 language code of the LO
language (e.g. “de” for German)

loType

xs:string

Learning Object type as specified in
the pedagogical ontology, e.g. “test”

learningTime

xs:time

Typical time to work through this
object

typicalAgeL

xs:integer

Typical learner age (lower boundary)

typicalAgeU

xs:integer

Typical learners age (upper boundary)

media

xs:string

Comma-separated list of media types
contained in the LO: “text”, “image”,
“audio”, “video”, “interactive”

size

xs:integer

Size of the LO in terms of Kilobyte

getFullCourse

xs:boolean

Attribute specifying that a full course
mapping shall be returned.

Possibly multiple ones
per LO

If not present, system
language will be assumed

Format HH:MM:SS

To be extended if need
arises

Request only; Only in
combination with loId

Table 3: Attribute-value-pairs for the LO mapping
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The data will be returned as an XML document according to the following template:
<INTUITEL>
<LoMapping mId="some uuid">
<Data name="loName" value="some LO name"/>
<Data name="loId" value="some LO ID"/>
<Data name="hasParent" value="some LO ID"/>
<!-- Repeated if necessary (for additional attribute-value-pairs) -->
<!-- Order of data items is not relevant -->
</LoMapping>
<!-- Repeated if necessary -->
</INTUITEL>
Code listing 14: LO mapping response template

Example 1:
<INTUITEL>
<LoMapping mId="12345678-1234-abcd-ef12-123456789012">
<Data name="loId" value="LO4712"/>
</LoMapping>
</INTUITEL>
Codelisting 15: LO mapping request example 1

Leading to the response:
<INTUITEL>
<LoMapping mId="12345678-1234-abcd-ef12-123456789012">
<Data name="loId" value="LO4712"/>
<Data name="loName" value="Math Intro, Test 1"/>
<Data name="hasParent" value="Course15"/>
<Data name="loType" value="test"/>
<Data name="learningTime" value="00:10:00"/>
</LoMapping>
</INTUITEL>
Codelisting 16: LO mapping response example 1

Example 2:
<INTUITEL>
<LoMapping mId="12345678-1234-abcd-ef12-123456789013">
<Data name="loName" value="Math Intro, Test 1"/>
</LoMapping>
</INTUITEL>
Codelisting 17: LO mapping request example 2

Leading to the response:
<INTUITEL>
<LoMapping mId="12345678-1234-abcd-ef12-123456789013">
<Data name="loId" value="LO4712"/>
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<Data name="loName" value="Math Intro, Test 1"/>
<Data name="hasParent" value="Course15"/>
<Data name="loType" value="test"/>
<Data name="learningTime" value="00:10:00"/>
</LoMapping>
</INTUITEL>
Codelisting 18: LO mapping response example 2

4.5

Authentication request from the INTUITEL system

Please note that this authentication is not necessary for ordinary learners using an INTUITEL enabled
LMS. It is for content creators which want to make use of the INTUITEL system to edit LO metadata in
the INTUITEL Editor or Merger.
To log a user into the INTUITEL system, the LMS will receive a message from INTUITEL containing the
following parameters:
-

A globally unique message ID (128 bit according to UUID standard), abbreviated as mId

-

A user ID which identifies the learner in the LMS, abbreviated as uId. This uId is provided by the
concrete LMS installation and may vary according to organizational policy.

-

A password abbreviated as Pass.

Each of these messages is an XML fragment enclosed in XML-elements named “Authentication”
according to the following template:
<INTUITEL>
<Authentication uId="some user ID" mId="some uuid">
<Pass>some password</Pass>
</Authentication>
<!-- Repeated if necessary -->
</INTUITEL>
Codelisting 19: Authentication request template

If the XML document containing a login message has been received by the LMS, it will return an XML
document containing acceptance codes enclosed in XML-Elements “Authentication” as seen in the
following template:
<INTUITEL>
<Authentication uId="some user ID" mId="some uuid" status="OK or ERROR">
<LoPerm loId="some LO ID"/>
<!-- Repeated if necessary -->
</Authentication>
<!-- Repeated if necessary -->
</INTUITEL>
Codelisting 20: Authentication response template

In each of these, the message ID and the user ID are identical to those contained in the original
request.
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In any other case, the status attribute will contain a result code of the authentication request.
-

OK => User has been authenticated

-

ERROR => User has not been authenticated or the ID is unknown

Contained in the Authentication-Tag is a list of all courses that may be edited by this user as LoPermelements (Learning Object permissions). If the collection is empty, there are no courses available for
editing for this particular user. Please note that if a request with the user ID of a LMS administrator is
send, this might result in a rather large number of entries.
If the LMS itself does not include an own credential or rights management system and uses a third
system, the LMS integration has to forward the request and response of that system accordingly.
Example:
<INTUITEL>
<Authentication uId="jmb0001" mId="12345678-1234-abcd-ef12-123456789012">
<Pass>Europe</Pass>
</Authentication>
</INTUITEL>
Codelisting 21: Authentication request example

Leading to the response:
<INTUITEL>
<Authentication uId="jmb0001" mId="12345678-1234-abcd-ef12-123456789012"
status="OK">
<LoPerm loId="LO4711"/>
<LoPerm loId="LO4712"/>
</Authentication>
</INTUITEL>
Codelisting 22: Authentication response example
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5

TUG - Tutorial Guidance

The TUG interface carries out a dialog between the learner and the INTUITEL system. A TUG Interface
must be present in any INTUITEL enhanced system (feature type INTUITEL-MUST).

5.1

TUG message from INTUITEL

The primary use case for the TUG interface occurs, when the INTUITEL system sends a message to a
learner which contains the following structured information:
-

A globally unique message ID (128 bit according to UUID standard), abbreviated as mId.

-

A user ID which identifies the learner in the LMS, abbreviated as uId. This uId is provided by the
concrete LMS installation and may vary according to organizational policy.

-

A field containing a message type, which is a 4-digit number, abbreviated as MType. Please refer
to section 5.2 for a listing of the available types.

-

A field containing the structured message data in XML format, abbreviated as MData. Please
refer to section 5.2 to see what data is expected in combination with which type.

-

A globally unique request ID (128 bit UUID), abbreviated as rId. This rId specifies the ID of the
message which triggered the creation of this TUG message, given that this is not obvious. For
further information, please refer to section 4.2.

Each of these messages is an XML fragment enclosed in XML-Elements <Tug></Tug> according to the
following template:
<INTUITEL>
<Tug uId="some user ID" mId="some uuid" [rId="some uuid"]>
<MType>message type</MType>
<MData>message data</MData>
</Tug>
<!-- Repeated if necessary -->
</INTUITEL>
Codelisting 23: TUG message template

Example:
<INTUITEL>
<Tug uId="jmb0001" mId="12345678-1234-abcd-ef12-123456789012">
<MType>1</MType>
<MData>Good Morning, dear Learner!</MData>
</Tug>
</INTUITEL>
Codelisting 24: TUG message example
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5.2

TUG message types and data

The TUG interface knows different message types to the learner. The minimum requirement for an
INTUITEL conformant system is summarized in the following table:
MType:

Description:

Data provided as MData:

1

Simple message, not important

Text, if necessary with HTML formatting

2

Simple message, important

Text, if necessary with HTML formatting

3

Simple question, to be answered Yes/No

Text, if necessary with HTML formatting

4

Single choice question, to be answered
with one out of n alternatives

Text, if necessary with HTML formatting; n
different text pieces in structured writing

5

Multiple choice question, to be answered
with any number out of n alternatives

Text, if necessary with HTML formatting; n
different text pieces in structured writing

1000

LO recommendation

List of LOs and priorities

2000 + x

Emulation of USE,
with value x is any valid MType < 1000

As required by the corresponding MType

Table 4: Minimum requirement for message types in the TUG interface (INTUITEL-MUST)

MType 1000 allows presenting a learning recommendation to the learner in terms of a TUG message
that can be printed.
MType 2000 allows asking content questions to the learner. This may be used when a particular LMS
does not provide a proper USE interface.
Apart from these minimum requirements, the following MType values shall be predefined in
INTUITEL:
Mtype:

Description:

Data provided as MData:

100

Text question, to be answered with a
natural language text

Text, if necessary with HTML formatting

200

Audio message

URI of the audio stream or audio file

300

Video message

URI of the video stream or video file

Table 5: Extended requirement for message types in the TUG interface.

Minimum and extended requirements shall be fulfilled by each of the five LMS handled in the
INTUITEL project. Beyond these minimum and extended requirements, the TUG interface of an LMS
may contain any number of different message types. A standardization procedure for these message
types will be defined in the course of the INTUITEL project.
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5.3

Immediate response from the LMS

If the XML document containing one or more TUG messages has been received by the LMS, it will
return an XML document containing one or more acceptance codes enclosed in XML-Elements
<Tug></Tug> as seen in the following template:
<INTUITEL>
<Tug uId="some user ID" mId="some uuid" retVal="OK, PAUSE or ERROR"/>
<!-- Repeated if necessary -->
</INTUITEL>
Codelisting 25: TUG immediate response template

In each of these, the message ID and the user ID are identical to those contained in the original TUG
message from INTUITEL. The acceptance code (retVal) is part of the fragment body and reads:
-

OK => The learner addressed by the uId is known to the system and logged in. The TUG message
has been accepted.

-

PAUSE => The learner addressed by the uId is known to the system but not logged in. He may log
in after pausing for some time according to his personal learning schedule. The TUG message has
temporarily been rejected. The INTUITEL system will have to resend and possibly update it at a
later point in time.

-

ERR => The learner addressed by the uId is not known to the system. The TUG message has been
rejected.

Example:
<INTUITEL>
<Tug uId="jmb0001" mId="12345678-1234-abcd-ef12-123456789012"
retVal="OK"/>
</INTUITEL>
Codelisting 26: TUG immediate response example

5.4

Delayed response from the learner

While not all of the following is part of the Data Model, we consider it useful to have it within the
same document. If the state of the return message for a particular learner is “OK”, the LMS presents
on the screen of this particular learner a message window or a similar widget. The exact
implementation is left to the individual LMS. This window shall be
-

displaying a message or

-

asking for learner action, e.g. asking the learner to fill in text, click boxes etc.

Displayed messages fall in two classes – ordinary and important messages. This is specified via the
MType field in the TUG message body (c.f. section 5.2). Important messages are displayed in such a
way as to specially attract the learner's attention.
-

The initial greeting message is not considered to be important.
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-

A request to repeat certain LOs may be considered important by the cognitive designer.

It is left to the concrete implementation within a certain LMS, in what sense the display of these two
message types is different.
It is intended, that these message windows are subdominant with respect to the whole user
interface of the learner, because they should provide guidance and not enforce a certain response.
-

Important messages should bear a widget to allow printing (“Print” button).

-

Messages requesting user action should bear a widget for submission of answers (“Submit”
button).

-

All messages should allow closing the communication (“Close” button). Consequently, also
questions to the learner may be ignored.

It cannot be guaranteed, that a particular learner will process a TUG message at all or within a certain
response time.
If a TUG message has been answered by the learner by pressing the “Submit” button, even after
some arbitrary response time, this will be communicated to the INTUITEL system. User actions
“Print” and “Close” will not be reported to the INTUITEL system. Therefore, a message from the LMS
to the INTUITEL system will be prepared according to the following template:
<INTUITEL>
<Tug uId="some user ID" mId="some uuid">
<Data name="some name" value="some value"/>
<!-- Repeated if necessary -->
</Tug>
<!-- Repeated if necessary -->
</INTUITEL>
Codelisting 27: TUG delayed response template

Example:
<INTUITEL>
<Tug uId="jmb0001" mId="12345678-1234-abcd-ef12-123456789013">
<Data name="YesNo" value="Yes"/>
</Tug>
</INTUITEL>
Codelisting 28: TUG delayed response example

Please note that this part will be extended when the Back End development comes to further
conclusions about the recommendation creation process. It might, for instance, be advantageous to
also report to the INTUITEL system, when a learner closes a TUG-message. Furthermore, a listing of
valid attribute-value pairs for the contained Data-elements will be created.
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6

LORE - Learning Object Recommender

The LORE interface provides the learner with a prioritization of the available Learning Objects. The
LORE interface will be incorporated in each of the five LMS handled in the INTUITEL project. It should
be present in any INTUITEL conformant system (feature type INTUITEL-SHOULD).
As a fallback position, the LORE interface may be emulated by the TUG interface. In this case, a TUGmessage with the special MType 1000 is sent to the LMS, accompanied with a list of available
Learning Objects and their priority.

6.1

LORE message from INTUITEL

Recommendations are produced as part of the didactical reasoning process in the INTUITEL Engine
and are sent to the LMS. The main use case for the LORE interface therefore occurs, when the
INTUITEL system recommends to the learner a list of Learning Objects and their priority containing
the following structured data:
-

A globally unique message ID (128 bit according to UUID standard), abbreviated as mId.

-

A user ID which identifies the learner in the LMS, abbreviated as uId. This uId is provided by the
concrete LMS installation and may vary according to organizational policy.

-

A list of elements containing the Learning Object identifier (abbreviated as loId) paired with the
allocated priority. This priority is considered to be an integer value from the interval (0,100]
denoting the percentage of relevance.

-

A globally unique request ID (128 bit UUID), abbreviated as rId. This rId specifies the ID of the
message which triggered the creation of this TUG message, given that this is not obvious. For
further information, please refer to section 4.2.

Each of these messages is an XML fragment enclosed in XML-Elements <Lore></Lore> according to
the following template:
<INTUITEL>
<Lore uId="some user ID" mId="some uuid" [rId="some uuid"]>
<LorePrio loId="some LO id" value="some value between 1 and 100"/>
<!-- Repeated if necessary -->
</Lore>
<!-- Repeated if necessary -->
</INTUITEL>
Codelisting 29: LORE message template

All other LOs in that particular course, which are not contained in the LORE element, indirectly get a
priority value of zero. So, each time the LMS receives a new LORE message, the previous
recommendation can be rated as outdated.
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Example:
<INTUITEL>
<Lore uId="jmb0001" mId="12345678-1234-abcd-ef12-123456789012">
<LorePrio loId="LO4711" value="42"/>
<LorePrio loId="LO4712" value="50"/>
</Lore>
</INTUITEL>
Codelisting 30: LORE message example

6.2

Immediate Response from the LMS

If the XML document containing one or more LORE messages has been received by the LMS, it
responds with an XML document containing one or more acceptance codes enclosed in XMLElements <Lore></Lore> as described in the following template:
<INTUITEL>
<Lore uId="some user ID" mId="some uuid" retVal="OK, PAUSE or ERROR"/>
<!-- Repeated if necessary -->
</INTUITEL>
Codelisting 31: LORE response template

In each of these LORE elements, the message ID and the user ID are identical to those contained in
the LORE message from INTUITEL. The acceptance code (retVal) is part of the fragment body and
reads:
-

OK => The learner addressed by the uId is known to the system and logged in. The
recommendation has been accepted.

-

PAUSE => The learner addressed by the uId is known to the system but not logged in. He may log
in after pausing for some time according to his personal learning schedule. In this case, no
further action is taken because INTUITEL recommendation should pause as well. The
recommendation has temporarily been rejected. The INTUITEL system will have to resend and
possibly update it at a later point in time.

-

ERR => The learner addressed by the uId is not known to the system. The recommendation has
been rejected.

Example:
<INTUITEL>
<Lore uId="jmb0001" mId="12345678-1234-abcd-ef12-123456789012"
retVal="OK"/>
</INTUITEL>
Codelisting 32: LORE response example
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6.3

Recommendation styles

While the following is not strictly part of the Data Model, we consider it useful to have it within the
same document (cf. the respective section in the Overall System Design Document, D3.1). If the state
of the return value is “OK”, the LMS shall present this list to the learner. Hereby, the following
possibilities (termed levels) exist:
LORE level:

Description:

0

A LORE level of “0” denotes that no LORE interface is present;
Recommendations are made available to the learner via the TUG interface.

1

Recommendation message: the recommendation is made available to the learner by
presenting a special page, using the TUG interface. The message content is composed
of a short description and a list of the recommended learning objects.

2

Visualization I: The recommendation is made available to the learner by assigning icons
to the LOs addressed (like e.g. five stars for important, one star for less important
topics). The choice of icon is decided by the maintainer of the particular LMS, but
should include a scale (e.g. number of stars, size of icon etc.)

3

Visualization II: The recommendation is made available to the learner by using a side
bar or existing sub-window of the LMS display. The actual type of display is determined
by the style of the LMS.

4

Rearrangement: The recommendation is made available to the learner by rearranging
the sequence of LOs in the LMS as presented to the individual learner.
Table 6: List of the different levels of LORE

Which of the levels is used is open to the particular implementation of the LMS, as well as its
configuration. It may very well be that the LMS allows for level 4, but that the rearrangement is
switched off due to some pedagogical policy.
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7

USE - User Score Extraction

The USE interface provides the INTUITEL system with personal data from the LMS and concerning a
particular learner. The USE interface will be incorporated in each of the five LMSs initially handled in
the INTUITEL project. In general, it should be present in any INTUITEL conformant system (feature
type INTUITEL-SHOULD).
As a fallback position, the USE interface may be emulated by the TUG interface. In this case, a
message with the special MType 2000 (see Table 4) is sent to the LMS. The learner may then be
asked questions about the environment, about performance etc., but also may be tested for his/her
knowledge acquired so far. The task of replacing USE requests by TUG questions shall be performed
by the Back End of INTUITEL.
Note that the USE interface has two important use cases, because it may be used to get information
about the learner performance, as well as on the environment.

7.1

Primary Use Case: Performance data request

The main use case of the USE interface is to request information about a learner’s performance
according to specified LOs. This allows INTUITEL to include the learner’s current skill level in the
reasoning process to create recommendations with a much higher level of personalization.

7.1.1

USE message from INTUITEL

To receive personal learning progress related data from the LMS, INTUITEL sends a USE request
specifying the needed data. Therefore, the UsePerf-element contains the following structured data:
-

A globally unique message ID (128 bit according to UUID standard), abbreviated as mId.

-

A user ID which identifies the learner in the LMS, abbreviated as uId. This uId is provided by the
concrete LMS installation and may vary according to organizational policy.

-

(Optionally: ) A list of elements (LoPerf) specifying Learning Object IDs, abbreviated loId.

Each of these messages is an XML fragment enclosed in XML-Elements <UsePerf></UsePerf>
according to the following template:
<INTUITEL>
<UsePerf uId="some user ID" mId="some uuid">
<LoPerf loId="some LO ID"/>
<!-- Repeated if necessary -->
</UsePerf>
<!-- Repeated if necessary -->
</INTUITEL>
Codelisting 33: USE performance data request template
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If the loId-attribute is left blank, the LMS shall return all available LO scores for that particular
learner. This shortcut will be used to get all available learner scores in one request when learners
start their very first learning session with INTUITEL.
Example:
<INTUITEL>
<UsePerf uId="jmb0001" mId="12345678-1234-abcd-ef12-123456789012">
<LoPerf loId="LO4711"/>
<LoPerf loId="LO4712"/>
</UsePerf>
</INTUITEL>
Codelisting 34: USE performance data request example

7.1.2

LMS response – Report of LO scores

If the XML document containing one or more USE messages has been received by the LMS, it will
return an XML document containing one or more acceptance codes enclosed in XML-Elements
<UsePerf></UsePerf> as seen in the following template.
<INTUITEL>
<UsePerf uId="some user ID" mId="some uuid"/>
<LoPerf loId="some LO ID">
<Score type="some score type" value="some score value"/>
<!-- Repeated if necessary -->
</LoPerf>
<!-- Repeated if necessary -->
</UsePerf>
<!-- Repeated if necessary -->
</INTUITEL>
Codelisting 35: USE performance data response template

In each of these, the message ID and the user ID are identical to those contained in the original
request.
Since there are multiple different types of scores, the contained Score-element further specifies the
meaning of the respective value. Which type of score will be relevant for a LO varies depending on
the respective LO type and LMS. Not every LMS collects the same amount of data. Consequently,
INTUITEL does not require the LMS to fulfil certain requirements concerning these USE scores.
The following score types are currently available in INTUITEL:
Score Type:

Expected value:

Description:

grade

xs:integer

The grade a learner achieved in a LO. Values are expected to
be within [1, 6]. If letters are used in the LMS, the values
need to be transformed to numbers (A=1, […] , F=6).

completion

xs:integer

The completion status of the LO in terms of a percentage
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value. Should be used in context on textual LOs.
seenPercentage

xs:integer

The percentage of the LO which has been seen by the
learner. Should be used in context of video and audio LOs.

accessed

xs:boolean

Boolean value specifying whether a learner has already
accessed a LO (true) or not (false).

internal

xs:string

This is a text-field for internal messages about the LO with
the values “loIdUnknown” and “learnerUnkown”.
Table 7: LO score types and their values

Example:
<INTUITEL>
<UsePerf uId="jmb0001" mId="12345678-1234-abcd-ef12-123456789012">
<LoPerf loId="LO4711">
<Score type="completion" value="100"/>
<Score type="grade" value="1"/>
<Score type="seenPercentage" value="100"/>
</LoPerf>
</UsePerf>
</INTUITEL>
Codelisting 36: USE performance data response example

7.2

Secondary Use Case: Environmental data request

The second use case of the USE interface is to request information about learners themselves and
about their current environmental situation. This allows INTUITEL to further personalize the TUG
messages and the recommendation creation. Furthermore, this allows the Back End to include the
situational aspects (location, device …) of the learner’s current learning session in the reasoning
process.

7.2.1

USE message from INTUITEL

The environmental USE request to the LMS contains the following structured query parameters:
-

A globally unique message ID (128 bit according to UUID standard), abbreviated as mId.

-

A user ID which identifies the learner in the LMS, abbreviated as uId. This uId is provided by the
concrete LMS installation and may vary according to organizational policy.

-

(Optionally: ) A data item name specifying the requested data item (see Table 8).

Each of these messages is an XML fragment enclosed in XML-Elements <UseEnv></UseEnv>
according to the following template:
<INTUITEL>
<UseEnv uId="some user ID" mId="some uuid">
<Data name="some name"/>
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<!-- Repeated if necessary -->
<UseEnv>
<!-- Repeated if necessary -->
</INTUITEL>
Codelisting 37: USE environmental data request template

Example:
<INTUITEL>
<UseEnv uId="jmb0001" mId="12345678-1234-abcd-ef12-123456789012"/>
</INTUITEL>
Codelisting 38: USE environmental data request example

7.2.2

LMS response - Report of environmental data

If the XML document containing one or more USE messages has been received by the LMS, it will
return an XML document containing one or more <UseEnv></UseEnv> elements. They contain a set
of different data items, as described in the following template:
<INTUITEL>
<UseEnv uId="some user ID" mId="some uuid" retVal="OK, PAUSE or ERROR">
<Data name="some name" value="some value"/>
<!-- Repeated if necessary -->
</UseEnv>
<!-- Repeated if necessary -->
</INTUITEL>
Codelisting 39: USE environmental data response template

In each of these, the message ID and the user ID are identical to those contained in the original
request. The acceptance code is part of the fragment body, the retVal string reads:
-

OK => the learner addressed by the uId is known to the system and logged in.

-

PAUSE => the learner addressed by the uId is known to the system but not logged in. He may log
in after pausing for some time according to his personal learning schedule. In this case, no
further action is taken because INTUITEL recommendation should pause as well.

-

ERR => the learner addressed by the uId is not known to the system.

The response is dependent on the retVal and the specified Data-element in the request.
-

In case of PAUSE or ERROR, the <UseEnv></UseEnv> element is empty.

-

In case of OK and if one or more explicit data items were contained in the request, only data for
these items is returned.

-

In case of OK and if no explicit data item was contained in the request, all currently available
environmental data items are returned.
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Example:
<INTUITEL>
<UseEnv uId="jmb0001" mId="12345678-1234-abcd-ef12-123456789012"
retVal="OK">
<Data name="lName" value="José Manuel Barroso"/>
<Data name="lGender" value="M"/>
<Data name="lAge" value="56"/>
<Data name="eTime" value="12:00:00"/>
<Data name="dType" value="phone"/>
</UseEnv>
</INTUITEL>
Codelisting 40: USE environmental data response example

7.2.3

Environmental data items for USE

The <UseEnv> data-elements correspond to a list of attribute-value pairs. These fall into several
groups and are described in the following table:
Data item name:

Data type:

Explanation:

Notes:

Personal aspects
lName

xs:string

Full name of the learner, which will be
used in context of TUG-messages

See Table 2 for the dif.
formality levels

lGender

xs:string

Learner’s gender

Should be available if
lNameFormality level 2 is
selected

lAge

xs:integer

Learner’s age

lCulture

xs:string

Learner’s culture; This value is
interesting for e.g. selecting optimal
colour schemas for TUG-messages.

Values are “asian”,
“caucasian”, “african”

lAttitude

xs:string

Current emotional attitude of the
learner

If natively available via
LMS; e.g. analysis of facial
expression

Environmental and emotional aspects
eNoiseLvl

xs:integer

Average noise level as measured by
the microphone of the device

Scale?

eTime

xs:time

Current daytime of the learner

hh:mm:ss

Technical aspects
dType

xs:string

Currently used type of device
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“phone”
dConType

xs:string

Type of connection used to access the
LMS

“wire”, “lte”, “hsdpa”,
“umts”, “edge”

dConStab

xs:integer

Number specifying the stability of the
internet connection (e.g. number of
bars displayed on the phone)

Value between 0 and 100

dRes

xs:string

Screen size of the currently used
device (horizontal x vertical)

Value format e.g.
800x600

dBattery

xs:integer

Current battery state in percentage
value

If no battery is used,
return 100

Table 8: Parameters describing the learning environment of the learner

Please note that if a certain data item is not available in a particular LMS or if the current situation
does not provide that information, the attribute-value-pair should simply be omitted in the response.
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8

Annex

8.1

Leaner update – Pull sequence diagram

Figure 1: Learner update - Pull sequence diagram
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8.2

Learner update – Push sequence diagram

Figure 2: Learner update - Push sequence diagram
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8.3

Learner update – Push with learner polling sequence diagram

Figure 3: Learner update - Push with learner polling sequence diagram, part 1
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Figure 4: Learner update - Push with learner polling sequence diagram, part 2
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